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GENERAL

The Federal Republic of Nigeria consists of 12 Sta'tes. Each State has

a survey department to meet her surveying and mapping requirements which are

mainly township mapping, large scale, cadastral and property surveys,

- The Federal Survey Department is responsible for geodetic, topographical,

and all national surveys and the bulk printing of maps published in Nigeria.

It is fully equipped to provide all cartographic services with the exception

of the actual flying for aerial photography which is given out on contract.

Apart from two professional surveyors on contract appointment, all the other

50 professional surveyors or engineers are Nigerians, The 700 supporting

staff jOf .sub-professionals and technicians in surveying, ,photogrammetry and

map reproduction are entirely Nigerians.

The Navy is charged with the making of hydrographic surveys,

GEODETIC SURVEYS

Triangulation and Traverses

Nigeria is now covered with a network of first order triangulation and

traverses. Each chain of the triangulation has been adjusted but observations

are now being made at the chain junctions for scale and azimuth checks for the

block adjustment of the whole triangulation network.

The twelfth parallel survey pascos through Nigeria and it forms part of

the Nigerian national framework traverses. The traverse is now being further

extended into the relatively flat north-eastern part of Nigeria which was

previously controlled by astro-fixes.
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A map showing the Geodetic Framework control is attached to this
report.

Magnetic Surveys

Nigeria has now embarked on a programme of magnetic observations all

over the country. All the three elements of the magnetic field H, Horizontal

Component, Z, Vertical Component, and D, Declination; are observed at selected
stations including all the 12 State headquarters. '

A map showing the magnetic stations is attached to this report.

Levelling -- . . - ■ • .

Nigeria has been pursuing a systematic programme of levelling. About

8,400mile6 of first order levelling and 1500 miles of secondary levelling had
been completed. An additional 1700 miles of first order levelling and 700 miles

of second order levelling have been bench marked. Work is now in progress to

complete the levelling network of the country.

A map showing the levelling network is attached to this report.

TOPOGRAPHICAL SURVEYS ■#

Topographical, mapping is done almost entirely from aerial photography

and Nigeria is now virtually covered by aerial photography' on scale's or

approximately- i/40?000 to 1/50,000, The basic topographical mapping1 is on
a scale of 1/50,000 with contours at 50 feet vertical interval. In addition
to the,.work done by Nigerian Surveys, assistance has been received from the

Canadian and United Kingdom Governments. Just over 50 P©r cent of Nigeria is now

covered,with i/50,000 contoured maps. '

The 1/50,000 maps; have been found to be inadequate for the densely
populated parts'-of Nigeria as some villages and hamlets have got to be omitted.

These areas are now-being photographed for mapping at a scale of 1/25,000," ;

A map showing the position of the topographical mapping of Nigeria is
attached. , . .

PUBLICATIONS

The basic topographical maps of Nigeria are compiled on a scale of

1/50,000. Prom this map series, maps on the'following scale are derived by
progressive photographic reductions: .

1/100,000, 1/250,000, 1/500,000.and 1/ira.

Smaller scale maps on the scales of i/2m and i/3m have also been produced.
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A Geological maps of Nigeria has been published at a scale of i/2m.
Geological maps series are also being compiled on- scales of 1/100,000 and
1/250,000. . , . < ■

Aeronautical charts are published on scales of 1/500,000, i/im, and

■A Road map of Nigeria has been published at a scale of 1/1,585,000 .or
25 miles to the mile. ,'. . :

Atlas

The maps on a scale of i/?m have always been referred to aB the !atlas
series' and they have been available either as individual maps, or bound

together in folders. The scope of this map series has now been widened.and

those previously published are being revised and brought up to date;, .additional

maps are also bt.^ng produced with explanatory tests to produce a National

Atlas. Of the 61 maps now printed, written tests have been^.produced for 45

and the National Atlas is expected to be published next year. .

Gazetteer of Place Names

The first Gazetteer of place names for Nigeria was published in 1924*

The latest edition which was produced in 1965 is now being revised and a new

edition is almost ready for printing,

TRAINING

Facilities for training in surveying in Nigeria now exist at all levels.

The University of Lagos offers a postgraduate course leading to the M.Sc. degree

in surveying for graduates in subjects cognate to surveying namely: Mathematics,

Physics and Geography with Mathematics. Undergraduates courses in surveying

are available at the University of Nigeria Nsukka and the AhraaduBello University

Zaria. All these universities are investing in modern instruments for geodesy

and photogrammetry to meet the requirements of their students. They are also

making efforts to attract competent men and women to their staff.

The School of Surveying, Oyo in Western Nigeria provides training in

surveying for technicians and sub-professionals. In order to meet the man

power requirements cf the country in surveying and mapping, the School is new

to offer training up to professional level. This will make it possible for

competent technicians who may not qualify to enter universities to attain

professional status by obtaining the Nigerian Surveyors Licence.

The Survey Unit, Northern Polytechnic, Kaduna is an institution for

training in- surveying and related disciplines. At present there are courses

for technicians in surveying and photo-lithography.

The Federal Survey Department runs basic and advanced courses in

cartography, photograrametry and photo-lithography,for all the survey depart

ments in the country.
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In addition to courses available'locally, Nigeria has taken.advantage
of more specialized training in surveying and related disciplines in the

United Kingdom (through the Directorate of Overseas Surveys), Canada (through
the Depertment.of Mines and Technical Surveys), USA, Australia and Western
Germany. , x '

Surveyors are being trained in the United Kingdom at the University

College, London, the School of Military Surveys Newbury, and the North East

London Polytechnic. They are also being trained at both the graduate and

postgraduate levels at the University of New Brunswick, Canada. One of the

postgraduate students now at the University of New Brunswick is a lady who

obtained a first class degree in surveying engineering from the same university.

Photogrammetrists are also being trained at the International Institute
for Aerial Survey and Earth Sciences (i.T.C.) Netherlands at the technician,
engineer, graduate and postgraduate levels. A Nigerian is now talcing a course
in survey navigation in the Institute.

Maps attached to this report will be issued as'addendum I to this
document.


